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ABSTRACT
In this paper I revie w the different oPlfUons
held by scientists and philosophers as regards the
status of the action-at-a-distance concept within
relativistic physics. It is sho wn that in spite of
the fact that the prevaili.ng opinion has been that
special relativity precludes actions at a distance,
so me im portant physicists ha ve continued e mploying
that concept throughout the present century. The
key to understand that "ano malous" betiaviour lies,
in fact, in the relationships existent between quantu m and classical phy.sics ("inverse" priIlciple of
correspondence).
INTRQDUCTION
The publication, in 1687, of Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis
Principia Mathematica marked in many senses the opening of a new
area in the development of 'physical sciences. So it happened, for instance, with the problem of how different bodies affect (that is, in"teract
with) each other. Until the publication of the Principia, and with the
possible exception of Aristotle's natural motions, which can be assimiIated in some sense to actions at a distance, aethereal nlediums had no
rivals as far as the explanation of the nature of interaction is concerned. The most influential theory, or, better, conceptualization of nature,
(not only before but also after 1687) was

Ren~

Descartes' vortex system

put forward in his Principia Philosophia, first published in 1644. Descartes disliked a11 theories that depended on unspecified mechanisms, or
actions at a distance, for the spatial transmission of forces or actions.
He considered that actions at a distance would culminate by endowing
material particles with knowledge, to the point of making them "iA.u1y di:-
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ui.ru!., ~o i.h.ai. i.h.ey may kno w wiihoui an.y i.nJ.ivz.m ediJ:ut.y i.h.ai. wich. happelU>

in. p/ßCRA

Iwt

away /A.om i.h.em and eJC.RAcAAe tluWt acii.oM upon i.h.em ff.

As I said before, Newton's Principia meant the real introduction of the action-at-a-distance concept in physics. To appreciate this
fact we have to remember that book 11 of the Principia, where the system of the world is put forward, is based on the inverse square law,
a law of standard action-at-a-distance structure, since it depends only
on the positions of the interacting bodies (that is, no intervening' medium
appears). In this sense, it may be thought that the action-at-a-distance
component of Newton's system is constrained to his theory of gravitation.

As it turns out

this is not the case; Newton's assumption that

when bodies at a distance (that is, not in direct contact) are moving
relative
(i.e.

to one another the

third law still holds,

if not other specification is made)

them

takes

place

instantane'ously,

for

that

implies in principle

the interaction between

if the transmission

takes time,

then the action of, let us say, A on B may not be simultaneous with
that of B on A and therefore in general not equal to i t at all times.
But the only instantaneous interaction wich makes sense is instantaneous
action-at-a-distance.
However,

the

introduction of

actions at a distance through

the Principia was far from being accepted or even reaHy believed. It
is weIl known -remem~er his 1693 letter to Richard Bentley- that even
Newton thought that actions at a distance were ff~O g/l.eai. an. ~

fhai. I

~ve

taculJ..y

of. tJU.n.kin.gl can. eVRA lall ini.o

no

man. who hOA in

philJ:J~ophii::.cd
äff.

mai:i..RAA a compeienL

(It is perhaps a mark of New-

ton's greatness as a physicist that, nevertheless, he did aHow such concept in his work). Neither Huygens, Leibniz or some of' 'the BernouHis'
could accept a physics in wich the action-at-a-distance concept played
some role.
As a matter of fact it was only by the 17505 -that is, more
than sixty years after the publication of the Principia- when Newton's
mechanics and ,theory of gravitation were virtually universally accepted
in the Continent as accurate. Thus, the development of physics throughout
the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries tended to improve
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the status of the action-at-a-distance concept with respect

to its
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rivals, the action through a continuous medium and the action by impact
concepts. It might sufflce, in this sense, to remember the names of
Laplace, Coulomb,

Am~re

or Weber. Nevertheless, it is important to

emphasize that "Mai. dAong -inAtincilve. /R-&Jtg
a did.anCe."l was

wich

the

Amp~re

never completely lost,

action-at-a-distance model

wh.i.ch ~

acii.on

ai.

not even during the years in

was hegemonic (so,

for

instance,

at times speculated, as Newton did, as to the "cause" of ac-

tion-at-a-distance forces, conjecturing that the forces between currents
might be transmitted by an aethereal fluid).
On the light of such feelings it was only too natural that
the

advent

of Maxwell's

fleld electrodynamics,

together with Hertz's

1888 experiments, were to mean the death knell of action-at-a-distance
physics. An interesting example in this sense is provided by Arthur Schuster who, after defending on epistemological grounds the action-at-a-distance concept, went on to state (in 1911):
"11- 1

anxl.oUh Mai.

am

g/1.ou.ncv.,

on

wh.i.ch

we.

you
deny

dl.ouid..
on

Ji. .v, only to fay the. g/l.2.ai.e./1.
;,cie.nce. ha;,

/l.2.a.I.i!>e.

pnincipf.e.

~

how

acii.on

we.ak

a/I.2.

Me.

ai. a did.anu.,

on the. /l.2.al advance. wh.i.ch

made. in COMe.quence. 01- the.

R..eIi.e.I- Mai.

aIl acii.on

ß.e.twe.en two ß.ocii.e/> .v, i/1.an;,mJi.te.d ihMugh a conne.ciJ.ng medium ...
At p ~

we.

may take. ~

ai. a did.ance." ha;, ;,e.CU/1.e.d

Mai. Me. doetnin.e. 01- "no acii.on

Ji.;, ;,ucc~

mainfu ß.e.caU-1e. Ji. ope.-

ned. out a new ~ wh.i.ch couid.. ß.e. ß./lought to the. te.d..
Ilim e.niA

7 hM€. ;,uCCe.Me./) mud ß.e. pfaced. to the.

ot

C/I.2.fÜi.

ex.pe.-

01- the.

;,choof.. 01- ;,cie.nce. wh.i.ch ex.pfain;, Me. uMe.en ß.y me.aM 01- m ockf/.,
;,uc~

a;, we. can condAuet wJi.h m a:UvUaf. ß.ocii.e/>" 2 •

The prestige obtained by Maxwell's electrodynamics was such
that flnally a new world-view arose: The Electromagnetic View of Natu.
re. Let us remember that, in some of its presentations, that view clai~

med that all laws of nature -hence Newton's laws also- are reducible
to properties of the ether-fleld. That is, one of the implicit aims of
this world-view was to replace

~

actions at a distance for flelds.

The soon-to-follow "special relativity revolution" did not change, as seen by most contemporaries, the situation.
For my purposes here a most important fact

is that ever
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since special relativity was formulated it has aroused the (still!) extended
belief that only field theories can cope wi th the modi fications brought
by Einstein's theory. A few examples in this sense are, no doubt, convenient.
In 1974, W. Berkson 3 wrote:
~ papl?A "On

"(In

~Q/l.ch

IL€gan

o/. floving
/.ini.L>hed 0/1.

the E.leciAodynam.i..c6
whi..ch

eveni..uafly

BocLieA") E...ind..ein.
ß..oth

Newtoni..an

and aeti.on-ai-a-elid..ance";

on a similar vein Infeld and Plebanski 4 stated:
" A cco.lllÜng to

Re1a.ÜLtii.y

7heo/lY1 no adinn can ß..e plLopaga:U:.cL

wiih a ve1ncii.y g/Leahvt than c -the vef.ocii.y o/. Il.gh:t. 7hWJ the

fi.eld

plLOpaga:tin.g

o/. Re1a:Li.v.ii.y
M

m ai.eAicd

M

one

/lto m

7heo/lY1

point to

IL€co m eA a

COILpUAc:utwz.

anothlVl,

lwtge1y

phyMcal /Leafiiy,

ß..ecaMe
/Lecd and

M

m ai:i:..eA".

Even more categoric was recently Garret Birkhoff s :
n 5ince

(/)peci.a1.) ~ de.nieA the poMi1U1iiy

O/. ' ac.iJ.LJn

ai a

diLJ.ance', Newton'.6 71Wu:L Law... can oni!y IL€ ini:.lvtp/ZRi..ecL in ierLm.6
o/. a ' fi.eld' t.h...e0/lY"•

Of course"

in the precedent quotations there are different.

questions involved, but not a11 of them will be considered here (actually,
most of such questions have been repeatedly discussed over a number
of years by Peter Havas). There ,is, however, one argument which has
been, in one way or another,specia11y important in order to support
the belief that special "relativity denies the possibility of action-at-a-distance". It is based on the

fact

that

Maxwell 's field

.~lectrodynamics.

did not need any modification in order to be incorporated into the framework of special relativity. lohn Synge 6 expressed

it

concisely

in

the

following words:
" A.6

/aA.

o/.

' aci.i.on-ai-a-elid..anc..e

M

e1.eciA..o magrudi6m

Wa.6

VR./lAl.J.A

conc~

the

coniAoveMy

aeti.on-fAough-a- me.diu m '

Wal;)

.6eJ.i1.ed. in an exiAao.lllÜnwz.y and. unex.peeted way. E...ind..ein.'.6 ll.e1ai:i:uii.y mighl ß..e lX.tid to tavOU/l. adion-ilvt.ough-a- me.diu m, dnce i.i.
accepted fl ax.weU.6 peutii.aL ~ eq.uatiJ:JM".
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just another expression of this kind of argumentation is to
emphasize that the second postulate in the standard (but by no means
unique;

remember von Ignatowsky) presentation of special relativity is

closely attached to Maxwells' field theory. Max Abraham 7 stated it clearIy when, in 1914, wrote:
" f'l any .;;uppo/lUM

/i.ad

po~

O/.

ihe

ihe unnec~

7 0 lLe.

m ediu m, an " eiluvt".

eiluvt
ÜDn...

O/.

/.XI/l.e

f.AiA po~ i.n.de€d

m a.Iu:!A ihe

wii.h ll.€/.eA.ence to unil-o/l.m, dAaight l.i.n.e m 0-

uru:Le:teci.aJ,.le

7he ~econd pod..uf.a:le, ihai. o/. i.he cond.ancy o/. ihe velo ci1y

fi.ghl.,

ihe.

O/. Re1aÜl,lii.y d..RAive IM m ihe
o/. ihe concepw> o/. a ~pace- fjiling

7heo;zy

cannot

.B..e

waue. i.heo;zy...

und2./l/ilood

P/l.Oped.y

to

wiihoui ll.€/.eA.ence

7he /lCI.CÜ..cal ~ ihe €n.emiRA 01 i:.he

€.i.fu!A, Would like 1.0 c:LiAavo w ihai. 0/1igi.n".

(The only thing to add to this illuminating passage is that Abraham 's
fears seem a little out of place if one considers how strong has been
the commitment to the field concept by most physicists after' t 905).
As a matter of fact, these scientists rightly pointed out the
outstanding role played by Maxwell 's ether-field electrodynamics in the
initial . development of special relativity,

but at· the same time they

denied . to the latter theory the possibility of transcending the scientific atmosphere in wich it was born (context of discovery), not seeing
(in the context' of justification) the' fact that Einstein's theory is not
a dynamical theory but a kinematical formulation, and that consequently
it said nothing either about the structure of matter or about the existence of a medium for the propagation of interactions.
Of course, not all the community of physicists viewed special relativity as a kind of subdiscipline of electrodynamics. Einstein
and Planck,
fact

for instance, were fairly clear on its status (indeed, the

that his relativistic kinematics did not depend on the knowledge

of Maxwell's equations was specially important 'for Einstein, as he himself acknowledged later in his life, because his studies on the black-body
radiation problem had convinced him

that Maxwell's theory was only

approximately true). Others, like Sommerfeld, thought that the LorentzEinstein viewpoint fell within the limits of the mechanicistic tradition..
It is, therefore,

true that there was in fact a wide variety
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of reactions towards special relativity. On the whole, however, and considering not only the inmediate reaction but a more extended one, I
think

that

the

arguments

against

the

action-at-a-distance concept

did

prevail. (Of course, one should never forget, among other thongs, that
the force of such arguments was enhanced and even mixed up with the
successes and heuristic appeal of general relativity, a field theory). We
already saw

the

opinions

which

some

historians of science

(Berkson),

physicists (Infeld and Plebanski) and mathematicians (Birkhoff)· have put
forward, but there is still another, and most important, evidence: Albert
Einstein

himself.

Everybody knows

that,

specially after

1909, Einstein

turned with a growing enthusiasm towards the "field approach". So, in
1949 he wrote8 :

"1l.eld flu!.O/l.{J
in

dORA

exiLil

i..h.€ tOU/L-dim ~ncd

GA

a

p/l.og/lam:

( con:lin.uu m)

GA

'Con.ii.nuOlM tuneti.nM

ß.aAi..c

conce.piA

01.

fhe.o/l.{J'. Rigid ad..h~ce. io i.hiA pM g/Ul. m can 1ligh:ftu.f1.y ß..e

i.h.e

aMRA-

ied io me.".
There are many examples of instance in which, over a long
period of time, Einstein attacked actions at a distance. Let me present
just one 9 :

''I

adm~

how€veA,

cannoi ß.€

g~

GA

peAj.eci:1.y

upon iJu?

/i.idd

polY:>iJ!,.k

eleme.ni:A. Bui..· fhen nof.hing woufd ß.€
-iaking afAo .ini:o accouni fhe. iheO/l.{J
01. p ~

phydrA, cdm od nof.hing".

Did

mean here

Einstein

that

fhai

peAhap-O

phy~

notion, t.hai iA, upon con.ii.nuOlM

i.eIJ01.

special

01.

aI1 my condAueti.nM

g/lavit.aii.on-

relativity

GA

welf M

-one of his

constructions- is only compatible with the field notion? . Although, apparently he did,

do not think (because of other evidences) that he really

thought so. But the point is that through his numerous writings he did
not help by any means the belief that actions at a distance might still
have, from a logical point of view, a place in relativistic physics.
ACTIONS AT A DISTANCE IN ELECTRODYNAMICS:
SCHWARZSCHILD, TETRODE AND THE "QUANTUM CONNECTION"
In spite of what have been said before concerning the view.points held by most scientists, it turns out that fields are not singled
444
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out

as

the only possibility for describing (relativistic) electromagnetic

phenomena. Physics research in our century has taught us tha~, in' some
respects, that the nature of physical interactions could differ from our
anthropomorphic expectations. We shall see that what I call the "inverse
principle

of

mechanism

correspondence"

(meaning

that

developments in classical

suggest

problems

within

quantum

theories)

was behind the

fact that in some sense the action-at-a-distance concept "is useful after
all".
A

first

step in the direction of proving the usefulness of

the action-at-a-distance concept in electrodynamics appears in the works
of Kar} Schwarzschild in 1903 ·when he was at Göttingen, the Dutchman
Hugo M. Tetrode in 1922, and that of his fellow countryman Adriaan
D.

in

Fokker

1929, where they proved that Maxwell's eguations (and

.

.

I am saying equations, not theory) could also be derived from an action-at-a-distance

standpoint

(they. used

a

variational

principle

where

only particles appear). But let us have a closer look at these developments.
Schwarzschild's work of 1903 10 was

carried

out

as

part

of

his research on the variational formulation of the theory of electrons.
He found a variational principle where no fields appt;ar -due, ess~ntiaiIy,
to the reduction of partial differential equations to integral equat.!ons-,
blit he did not paid special attention to such fact. That is, the actionat-a-distance concept came to electrodynamics through the back door,
to say so.

However it probably could hardly have been otherwise in

the Goettingen of Minkowski, Abraham and Wiechert where the Electromagnetic View of Nature has solids roots. Consequently, the relevance
that Schwarzschild's work has had in the action-at-a-distance -field controversy has made itself specially evident many years after 1903, with
the benefit of hindsight.
It was in the twenties when some physicists began to worry
about the field concept. Their motivation laid essehtially in the quantum
domain, and this is a fact that must be stressed as one of the lessons
which will turn out
became,
. together

in

from

the present considerations. Maxwell's theory

the hands of H.A. Lorentz,

wi th

the

the electron theory end thls

work of spectroscopists, atom designers,

end other
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pre-quantum mechanics physicists, paved the way to the search for a
modified or new electrodynamics,

which eventually came to be esta-

blished under the name of "quantum mechanics". But when physicists
set to the task of developing a quantum theory, whether in its preliminary (pre-1925) or in its final (post-1925) form, they encountered di fficulties. This led to some of them to think that maybe after a11 the difficulties laid in aresort of the classical domain, the field concept.
This was the case, for instance, with Walter Schottky i.n 1921.
In his paper "The Problem of Causality in the Quantum Theory as a
Basic Question for Modern Natural Science as a Whole"11,

that

has been

commented by Paul Forman in his now classic "Weimar Culture, Causality
and Quantum Theory, 1918-1927"12, Schottky put forward the idea

that

there might be a direct connection between the emitting and the absorbing atom by retarded action-at-a-distance, so that at the moment when
a quantum is emitted it is plready predetermined where, when and by
which atom it will be absorbed. But Schottky did not develop his idea,
nor did he find any kind of mathematical support for it.
One year later, in

1922~

a physicist from Amsterdam, Hugo

Martin Tetrode, wrote a paper entitled "On the Action Function of the
World. An Extension of Classical Dynamics,,1 3,

where

the

was also criticized. But before turning to this paper

field

concept

cannot avoid the

temptation of saying a few words about the life of this extraordinary physicists, in as much as he is very little known and does not appear
in any dictionary of scientific biographies. As you will see this fact
is quite justified.
Hugo Martin Tetrode was born on March 7, 1895, and died,
prematurely, on J anuary 18, 1931, of tuberculosis 14 •

His

Jather,

Pieter

Johsn Conrad Tetrode (1863-1955), Dr. of law, was wellknown in the
world of finance. He was managing director of the "Nederlandsche Bank"
(the official bank of the Netherlands) from 1919 to 1934.
Apparently Hugo Martin, a very clever young of poor health
and of a retiring disposition, never held any academic position, nor even
got a degree. We know that he was registered at the University of Leipzig during

1910-11. At Leipzig he must have written his first paper

dealing with the chemical constant and the quantum 15.
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16 years old. There is no evidence he continued his studies at some
other German university.
Apparently, Tetrode did not enjoy at a11 direct communications. Ehrenfest invited hirn several times to visit hirn at Leiden (remember he was living in nearby Amsterdam), but he always refused. The
story that Einstein, who as we sha11 see had a very good opinion of
Tetrode's habilities as a physicist, wanted to pay hirn a visit and was
sent back at the front door was told to Prof. Casimir by several peopIe. Around 1930 Pauli complained that physicists in Holland knew Tetrode existed but that nobody seemed to know hirn. No doubt, the fact
that Tetrode was financially independent may have enhanced a tendency
towards seclusion. On the other hand it enabled hirn to do outstanding
work, notwithstanding his poor health.
But

forgive

nle

for

having used this opportunity to pay a

small hommage to this Dutch physicist, to whom, I have to confess,
I do admire, and let us proceed with our story, and in particular with
his paper "On the Action Function of the World. An Extension of Classical Dynamics".
Tetrode thought that theories based on the field concept,
like Mie's, cannot explain the quantum events. It seems that these events
Cl/l.e

not connecU.d wiih ihe

/iR1d

"a ~ dnndpoini....

moeLd'. For this reason he chose:
conAi.cLeAi.ng

whO-6e ex.id...ence iA given to

LU

M

pJZimcuz.y R1em~ iho.()e

cWt..e.ci1y and expf!Ai.-m eniaf.fy -tfl.e

negrdi.ve and poMive- ekciAoM whi.ch can even 1Le couni:.ecL ancL
who-6e -i.ndi..vldual motiDM can -ß.e iAac.ed a/i..eA.".

He also
"QMume.(-6) ihcd each change

01- ihe

on oiheA. ekciAoM and ... iAeai/-6)

01ihe /iR1d

moiiDn

an R.1.eciAon d€pen.cU
M

a· mai:.h.emati..cal

condAudion ihcd in the fimiL CMe in. wlUch ihe quantum naiwz.e

01-

ihe

ev~

can -ß.e di.MegWld.ed .iA -6uii.aPJ.e to /l-eP/l.V)ent ihe

i.n:UvzacilDn -ß.eiween ihe e1.eciADM, -ß.ui kave(.-!»

LU

wiih mih&ading

imp~M".

Tetrode also arrived to the variational principle already

disc~

vered by Schwarzschild, but he did not spend much time with it, because
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as I have said his problem was the quantum. So, he asserted that
g~e ~

"we want to

~a1

Ao m the

ihe nu m ~

eQucdi.L>M

ex.p~n

01.

whidl. hOA I{een detti.ved

ihe ele.ciA.o magnetic, tiefd, lim.iüng

m at.lu!. m ail.r:.aJlu po.M>iPJ.e /)oPuüoM .in. /.)Uch a way

01.

ihat cvz.e peA.miihli:L to ex.ped that the generalization w.iii

COVeA.

ihe Quardum phenomena OA wet.e'.
Taking

into

account

these equations and what

we know of

Albert Einstein's scientific struggles, it is hardly surprising to ffnd that
late in August

1922, the creator of the relativity theories would write

to his friend Paul Ehrenfest

"a

m.ind
/)0

i.nApiAed

VR.A.y

I{y 7 eVtode concR.ll.ning f.he Quardum

WOM

PlUlhap/) he .iL> n..i.ghi.; in any

fJ..e m,

01.

ihe /.Utd- /lO.nk. '1 Oll.

umply

ft

COAe

PIl.O-

i.hlA w OM indi.ca:Le.6 a

1fJng .üm e I have not /)een anytAing·

p~".

A measure of Einstein's real interest on Tetrode's ideas comes
from the fact that he, who never was good in renlemberingother's works,
did refer again to Tetrode's paper during the ceremony which took place
.
.
when he was named, on. March 4, 1923, corresponding member of the
Roya,l Academy of Sciences in Madrid. On that' occasion Einstein said 16
" lj ou (that is, Blas Cabrera) have

.01-

ihe weak poini.
01-

OI.J/t

phy~'

could only

01-

ihe ih.eo/tY

geneAilÜf.>n. I

OVetl.CO m ed

I{e'

not only f.h.e

al/>'o

i.aktm, ini..o

conddeAilÜf.>n·'

cli/:I.kult 'pll.oRJ.e.m

.ti.ght Quanta,

I{eii..eve ihat ihRAe di//i.clll:tie~

i:Jvz.ough a iheo/tY

whidl.

w.iii m 0di4J

w.iii plVlhap/) ex:t.end

eruvz.gy

pMtci.ple,

I{ui- whidl.

ihe cauAa1if.y p/linciple.

Receni.1u,

7ei:/u.)de hOA poin:le.d oui- p/teciAely

/.)Uch

po~".

Even

in

the

forties

Einstein

\yould

ret1iember,

as v/e

shall

see, Tetrode's ideas.
Finally, and as this is not the occasion to discuss in detail
Tetrode's

electrodynamically-inspired

ideas

on

the

quantum,

let

me

point out that he also had a clear understanding of the counter-intuitive
consequences entailed by the introduction of non-instantaneous Lorentz-invariant actions at a distance, and that nevertheless, he was
accept them. Thus, he wrote in a now famous quotation:
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"7 he .6un woufd not /l.aCÜ.ai..e

4-

ii

We/U!.

alDne in. .6pace and no
11. tO/l examp.le I

o~

yed..eAday eveni.ng fAat d.wt

whi.cly

oiJuVt gocLieA coufd aJi./.>0JZi{ iiA Ilf1CÜcLil.on
ved tfvtough
1.ei

my te1.RAcope

.6ay, iA 100 J'ight yeaM awaYJ iJum not only di.d I kno w

iM

i.hat i.he J'ight whir:.h. ii.. af.f.o wed to /teach my eyeA WaA e m-iiied
100 yeWlA aga,

R,.uf.

alho fAat i.he d.wt O/l i.ndi.vi.dual ato m.6 01.

ii kn.ew fAat 1, who fAe.n did not eve.n e.x:id., woufd ui.ew iL yed.eA.day eveni.ng at .6uch and .6U.ch a tim e ••• "

In this sense Tetrode's ideas of the physical meaning of direct
interactions were very much like the ones which a few years later would
be vigorously defended by the American chemist-physicist Gilbert Newton
Lewis, ideas that have been studied in detail by Roger H. Stuewer 1 7 to
whose paper Iremit here.
FOKKER AND THE "INVERSE" PRINCIPLE OFCORRESPONDENCE
I shall now discuss the work of Fokker,

Lorentz's

former

Ph. D. student, who in 1929 published a paper entitled "An' Invariant
Variational Principle for the Motion of Several Charged Mass Particles"lS,
dealing with the same kind of problems' ~reated by Tetrode. Fokker's
main

result

was what Schwarzchild and Tetrode had already proved,

that is, .that Maxwell 's equation can be derived from an action-at-adistance standpoint (there are, however, no references to these papers
in Fokker's work; the same happens in Tetrode's with respect to Schwarzschild). Fokker's motivation was essentially the same as Tetrode's, however, his paper was less imaginative; but this was not a weakness, on
the contrary, it was the core of its strenth, because being less dispersive,
the

its message could be less easily forgotten (so it happens that in
present

literature

the

variational

principle

discovered

previously

by Schwarzschild and Tetrode is usually called Fokker's principle). The
task faced by Fokker was clear from the very first Une' of his paper.
He wrote:
" Q uaniu m

mechani.J::A haA tak.en iiA I:J:..cvziin.g poini ty a CO/llU?Apon-

dence to ihe

~al

i.h.eoJr.y tO/l fAe dynam.i.c6 01. a Mtgle pCUlh.:-

cleJ and haA tO/lmufated iiA fuw.6 and meihocIA to/l ihe one-tody
p/lofJJ.em

Bui

ty

/U!.fa:tin.g

i.h.em

wlum .ii to ok inLo

to

HamiJ'i.on'.6

canonical eq.uatioM.

conhi.cLeA.atWn i.he i.nhvzaciiJ:>n tdwee.n
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iL diif haA noi I-ound any I-o/Lm whi..ch c.an

/)aJ:i4!Y

the. in.vwU.ance. /U!.quUz..e m eni:.A wii.h /U!./)pe.ci io Lo/Le.l2f..z. i!z.a.n4-o/Lm aHlVlR. iJuvz..e .iA

ti..onA.

the. tounda1i.oM

O{.

m-iL0i.nq e.ve.n the. pM1i..min.CI!lfI

WOM

Ao m

the. cfa.Micaf. i.h..e0/lfi" 1 9

In this quotation we see that Fokker had clear and precise
understanding of what I have termed the "inverse principle of correspondence". Tetrode was weil within the "quantum connection", and in this
sense he had much in common with Fokker, but the way in which he
saw the relationship between quantum and classical physics was much
more rudimentary than Fokker's. This was due to several reasons: In
the firstplace, no quantum mechanics existed in 1922, when Tetrode
did his work. The second reason is closely related to the previous one:
once

Heisenberg-Schrödinger's

non-relativistic

quantum

mechanics

was

established, it became obvious that an inmediate problem to solve was
to

find

that,

its relativistic

as

far

as

"gen~ra1ization";

the relativistic

at this stage Fokker realized

interaction between several

particles

was concerned, the problem was really serious because it was not even
know how

to set

the classical Hamiltonian formalism.

Naturally, and

this is my third reason, which merges itself with the second one, to
appreciate the meaning of "really serious" one has to take into account
that Fokker was at the time under the influence of Niels Bohr "philosophy", one of whose tenets was the principle of correspondence. In order
to use Bohr's principle· it was compulsory to know the corresponding
classical theory. Fokker realized that on this occasion there was none.
So, he tried to solve the quantum problem turning towards the resolution
of the cor.responding classical one. Twenty years later P.A.M. Dirac 20 ,
a

great

supporter

of

the

inverse

principle of correspondence,

would

follow the same idea that Fokker, to open what is now a flourishing
field of research in classical relativistic dynamics: The "relativistic dynamics of interacting (any interaction in principle) particles". He wrote
then

"7 he. e.xiAti.ng the.o/Zi.e6 01- the. inhvlac1ion 01- ele..m e.n:Lcuz.y parzii.c1.eA
and ~

a/Le.

.im p~ciioM
.-1yd..em/) io
and
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afi. UJVXJilhIacio/LY in. one. way O/L anotheA.

may wen. curiAe.

/U!.p~

~o

m the. lJ/je

7he.

01- W/Long dyna mi.ca1.

atomi.c phe.nome.na, i.e.., W/Long Hamiitoni.aM

W/l.ong inhvlaetiDM e.nl2./Lgi.,eA. It thuA iLeco m M

a

m aileA. o{.
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qlU!.aL

impollianc.e 1-0 /Jet up new dynamicaf.. /Jy.d:.R..m/J and /Je.e. !t

th.ey will ~ cL.e.-6CJ7.i..Re the ai..omic

WO/lld

21

"

Naturally, what he intended to do was to find the algebra
of elassieal Poisson braekets, whieh would lead hirn immediately to the
algebra of quantum eommutators.
ELECTROMAGNE'tIC RADIATION, QUANTUM THEORY AND AC-CTIONS AT A DISTANCE: WHEELER AND FEYNMAN
One of the features -probably the most important and intriguing- of the Sehwarzsehild-Tetrode-Fokker's formulation of eleetrodynamies is that

it introduees advaneed as weIl as retarded interactions

between the eharged particles. Aetually, this is a neeessity if one wants
to write up an aetion-at-a-distanee variational prineiple leading to Maxwell 's equations, but at the same time it means' that eleetromagnetie
radiation does not appear in the theory. Let us leave aside for a moment this important problem, and point out that there were other physieists who did not use fields in their works on eleetrodynamies,. but that
however remained attaehed to what we might call the "retarded tradition". One of the prineipal exponents of this line of thought was Walther
Ritz who ehose to faee the eleetrodynamieal' puzzles by developing 22 an
emission theory that
°

is also an aetion-at-a-distanee one. Among the

points on whieh Ritz insisted was the denial of advaneed interaetions.
This was also one of the issues of debate in the discussion he held with
his friend Einstein, a discussion whieh was summarized in a short joint
paper 23 published in 1909.
In that paper Einstein put forward the idea that "irreversibility" -very mueh attaehed as we know to eleetromagnetie retarded interaetions- "rests exelusively upon grounds of probability", and that to hirn
there was nothing wrong with the faet that the elementary interaetions
were time-symmetrie. As it turns out this was one of the elues whieh
in the early forties would permit the Prineeton physieists j.A. Wheeler
and his then Ph.D. student Riehard P. Feynman, to solve the problem
of how to introduee the eleetromagnetie radiation into the SehwarzschildTetrode-Fokker's formulation. Wheeler and Feynman's papers 24 of

1945

and 1949 gave to the aetion-at-a-distanee eoncept a status of respeetability that has remained sinee them. In the U.S., for instanee, a largOe
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number of physicists read their papers when they appeared. Alfred Land~

for example, wrote in 1950 25 : "7heiA. f.heOIl.!J hGA p/l.ovok.e.d muc.h. unpu-

blished

/avo~

GA weil. GA adVeMe. com me.ni:A".

Probably

because

of

the personality of the authors, the attractive way in which the theory
was presented, or because it appeared in the issues of the prestigious
Reviews of Modern Physics dedicated to Bohr (1945) and Einstein (1949),
on the occasion of their sixtieth and seventieth 1>irthdays, respectively,
the fact is that Wheeler and Feynman's electrodynamics has had, and
still has, a great influence.
Similarly to the cases already discussed, Wheeler and Feynman's motivation was not to enlarge or continue Tetrode's or Fokker's
contributions to classical electrodynamics. (As a matter of fact they
did not know of the' existence of these papers until they were hard
at work; Einstein informed Wheeler about Tetrode 's ideas). What they
wanted was -once more- to face some problems in the physics of the
microcosmos. Wheeler, as he teIls us 26,

was

struggling

wi th

the

idea

of whether the electron would not be after all the basic particle whose
theoretical description would enable hirn to set up a satisfactory nuclear
'theory. He found support for his idea in Dirac's successful relativistic
theory of the electron and he was not deterred by the discovery of
the neutron (1932), nor by Fermi 's theory of the ß-decay (1933).

Thus, if

the electron were really the basic particle, and if he were to question
what he called the Stron-Force Credo,
"how then

coufd one ~cape. a

tdwe.e.n higMy

cC//U!.1uf. .look ai the. inLeA.actiDn

acc~ ~

I1.2GAon I-O/l. taking a
aeti.on-ai-a-did.ance

efR..ciAoM".

7 hiA WGA the.

/A.eAh look ai f.he i.he.01l.!J 01- ekciAo m agneii.c
0/ S chwQ/lZ/j~ 7eiA.ode., r JU!.J1.k..ef. and

rok.k.eA" 2 7
As for Feynman, one reads in his Nobel lecture that his reason for focusing precisely on the action-at-a-distance concept was due
to the idea -common to numerous physicists throughout our century- that
if many of the problems which appear in quantum theory, and specially
in relativistic quantum theory, are recognized as due to the infinite
degrees of freedom introduced by fields, why not dispense with them
in the most straightforward manner? 28
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After his work with Feynman, Wheeler kept interested for
a while in action-at-a-distance theories. Thus, his student GiIbert N.
Plass submitted in 1946 a Thesis entitled "Black Body Radiation in the
Theory of Action at a Distance", the results of which should have been
included in the finally never published sequel to the 1945-49 Wheeler
and Feynman's papers. Also, Wheeler tried to develop an extension of
his and Feynman's theory which would cover gravitation too. There was,
in this sense, a rather interesting interchange of letters between

Einstein

and Wheeler latter in 1943. Let me just quote a few paragraphs of
the three interchanged letters 29 •
On November 3, 1943 Wheeler wrote to Einstein:
"Sin.ce J.he time WM.n I

/lni.vfVlbii.y io
I

hefp

goi kaue 01- aßAenu. ßtom

wiJ:h J.he

wcuz.p/l.ojed whir:.h

haue had .l.ii.ik oppo~ io lUd.wtn

..i.eM io w o/lk upon t1u?. ifutO/lY

ot

P/tincdon

you .inli:lJ:d.ed.,

io P/tincdon, and euen

action rd a diAtanee.. Ho weveA,

l>in.ce tAe tim e WM.n fYI ;z. '{ eyn manand I cLiAc.u..M€d wiih you J.he
inhvtp/l..eicdi.on

0/. Me .I-o/l.ce·

advanced an.d

~

/.uA:f:.hRA.

01- /UlfÜr.di.ve

/l.€.action in. iRAm.6

action rd -a diAtance, I

haue had

wiih. the ~ n 01- i.h,io theO/lY1

.6UCC€M

of.

.60 me

whir:.h

may

ge caU.ed the 'J.he0/lY of. wol11rL ~'.
I Ulould .Iike Ul!AlJ much
h.tdp m e ~ io

the poi.nt 01. uU!-W

4e.e

ot fAe

W fu!A.e

io J.J.iMLyou and

4e.e

it

you cannoi

J.he I-o/l.ce of. g/U1.lJii:.ai:k.>n f..ii:A irdo

fAeO/lY I haue menüDnecP'.

Three days -later Einstein answered Wheeler. He was very
glad if Wheeler could visit hirn, but

''1 am aßwld ihrd I cannoi h.tdp you
UOtVl..

bJ hrd I app/l.oue who.leluul/d.edfu in.

UllAY
YOU/l.

much.in.

YOU/l.

uui.R..a-

a.ih!.mpi iLJ J.he plT.i.n.-

cip& ihrd noiJUn.g Ulould ß..2. i.niA.oduce.d in. f.he. -/ur!da m ent whir:.h
JA noi .6y m m ei:Aic conc€A.l1in.g ihe tim e djA.eeti.rJn.
hand .ii
diAtance

~m~

can

0 n Me ofJuvz.

io me Mai. a conu.pi.like° a fj.nite. f1inkow/.JUan

n.eUe/l.

ß..2. /l.e.concikd wiih. fhe p/tincip&

0/.

g~

~".

After the

visit,

which

took place the

14th of November,

Wheeler wrote, on December 2, a very long letter to Einstein. Let me
just quote a few sentences:
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"I

feit you

(that is, Einstein) w.iih a ß-eihvL ldl2-G how to dl2-velDj?

me-

a "p/li.nci.p.ee 01- COJl/l.R./)pondence" geiwe-l2.n
~

me-

ancL f.h..e.

dMCA.epancy

~WIUm

f.h..e. i.deafiz.R..d

po~

to

cJ!.eCl/l. up an appC1/7.-eflL

f.h..e. two po-i.niA 01- z.U.e.WI

01- a

CaAe.

nai.wz.e 01- i:.he. P/l.ORJ.e m

a diACA.epancy in

univlVlAe- coni..aining two

ß.ec.o m eA appC1/7.-eflL wlum

~f.fy

action a:t a r:LiL>la.n.c.e .M

01-

01- action a:t a r:LiL>la.n.CR-. In

gR-nlVUll ihe-O/lY

ml2-an.iime it hCM P/l.oue.d

gR-nlVUll f.h..e.o/lY

m aMV>.

me

7h.e

f.h..e.O/lY 01-

/l.lLcapiiuf.ai..e.d".

At the end, however, Wheeler abandoned his approach. Some
time aga (29 June 1978) he wrote to me:

"A c.iifJn-a:t-a~r:LiL>la.n.ce- .M a worzderz:/J.d way to deAC/liJLe i.ni..ew.ciiDf21
R,..ui,

it Pfl..ehUPP0/)l2/:),

te-ynman and.. I

ag~1

now

kno w iL> quiie- a W/l.ong i.dea 01- a pcud:i.c1.R..
up my 1949-50 WOM 'on

acilon-a:t~a-did.ance-

wha:t we now

7ha:t .M why I gaue

in g/lilui1ati.f.>n ... "

Nevertheless, once a theory or world-view becomes influential
it does not take long before other scientists set out to apply it to different topics. It would seem now natural to speak of the many contributions of Havas, Hogarth,
of

the

so-called

Bondi, Hoyle or Narlikar, and also, no doubt

predictive

relativistic

mechanics

approach,

but

that

would take me too far. Moreover, it is never a good thing to get too
close to our days.
THE PHILOSOPHER 's PERSPECTIVE
On return, on this last part of my lecture, I shall deal with
a few philosophical topics which show the interest of paying attention
to the action-at-a-distance concept in XXth century·

physics~

A fundamental assumption for many empirically-minded philosophers of the first decades of our century was the existence of a distinction between theoretical and nontheoretical terms, distinction which
was considered crucial for a proper understanding of the concepts and
olethods of science. Precisely this fact is one of the reasons that makes
the
to

action-at-a-distance
me:

their

and

fields

characteristics with

cal-non-theoretical" are

totally

concepts

respect

to

philosophically

important

the distinction "theoreti-

different. So if we take a sufficiently

weak -and remember that I am taking a historian's point of view- defini454
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tion of nontheoretical term, allowing microscopic physical objects such
as electrons and other elementary particles to be considered nontheoretical terms, then it is clear that the action-at-a-distance concept belongs
to this last class of terms. On the contrary the field concept -only
indirectly measurable by means of ,test particles- is a theoretical term.
The im portance of the previous considerations becomes evident
\vhen one remembers that two of the schools which dominated philosophy of science during part of the present century, namely, operationalism
and logical positivism, suspected of unobservables. One could think therefore that it would have been quite natural for the followers of these
doctrines to prefer the action-at-a-distance concept instead of the field
one. However, nothing of the sort happened because both doctrines are
different.

Bridgman

(i.e.

operationalism)

accept'ed

action-'at-a-distance

while those logical positivists that made clear their positions (at least
to the best of my knowledge) favoured fields. To understand this behaviour it will suffice to review briefly the essential ideas of both doctrines.
To Bridgman a scientific concept had to be linked to measuring procedures. He observed that 30 :

"4

1J..y conuenil.on we aglU2...e 1..0 LMe onfy i.hO..1e concepiA in .deACAi:-

Ring phyd.cai!. diuai.i.DM 1..0 wich we can give a meani.ng in teAm ~

01-

phyJ>icai!. OP~MJ i.hen we

G/l-e

..1U/ZR..

i.hat we dtaf1 no1.. haue

lo /lR.i.tza ci"•

Although

responaing

to

the

same

basic

idea,

i.e.

physical

concepts beyond experimental control should be regarded as metaphysical,
logical positivism had more flexible requirements:

theoretical concepts

are allowed, something which does not happen in Bridgman's system.
Taking into account that the field concept is one of those
theoretical

terms,

the

study of

Bridgman's ideas in connection with

the action-at-a-distance and fields concepts takes on a special significance. As it turns out Bridgman was somewhat in favour of the convenience
of using actions at a distance, pitilessly criticising at the same time
the not ion of fields.

Let me just present two pieces of evidence in

this sense. In his contribution to the Schilpp's volume, Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, Bridgman 3 1 wrote:
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01- lJiew iA lMUafiy
coMit:Uvuu:L to B...e i.h.at iL avc>.idA i.h.e cll/.:Ac~ 01- i.h.e oPd actwn-at-a-eli.d..an.ce. point 01- lJiew... I IJ..di..eve, howevlVll i.h.at an
analy.MA 01- i.h.e. 0P~M i.h.at aAJ2. UAed in. -6pe.ciluin.g what i.h.e
{i.e1d -4 wiJ1. dlow i.h.at f.he. conce.pi.ual di1R..m ma e..y no meaM
"7he advaniJ:Lge. ancL

hM

ß.R..e.n

-1Uc~

mid..eA.y 01teAt-e..o~

nR-~

t.fut

mei...

-1UC~e.

01- i.fuz.

{i.e1d point..

One. hM in. no way ex.o/l.Cihed i.h.e.

appe.O/U1Itce 01- a I-oll.ce at

e..y ihe .mve.nti.f.>n 01- ihe {i.e1d

.ouc~e.

n.

And his classic The Logic of Modern Physics, he stated 32 :

"7he. l>iiucdi.on wiih /UU)pec:l to aCÜfJn at a ciihtance. iAi:.y pic.al

01- ihe.. gl!.lU!AOi /.>iiuaiion. I IJ..di..eve i.h.e eM€nce 01- f.h.e. ex.pianatO/l.!j
pll.O Ce.M iA &ch i.h.at wem W>i B...e Pll.2.paA2d io acce.pi

M

an ufLim a-

U. I-Oll. OU/l. ex.planaiiDM tlu!. ml!A.e. d.ate men:l 01- a colllUdai.i.on
ldWeoL pheno mena Oll.. lJiiuaüDM .wiih. whi.ch.. we.

aA.e

-1U~

ta miiiJ:ul."
Although he was completely fight in pointing out the fallaciousness of some objections people used against aetions at a distanee,
Bridgman's methodologieal opposition to fields shows in an extremely
elear manner the limitations of his philosophy.
As I have already mentioned, the formal possibilities offered
by logieal positivism .differed in at least one important aspeet from
those provided by operationalism: theoretical terms have a plaee into
logieal positivism, and fields are thus allowed. However, perhaps someone
would have expeeted of logical positivists at least a sympathy for a
"more empirieal" eoneept (namely, the aetion-at-a-distanee one), arguing
that they were supposed to suspeet of unobservables. Nevertheless, the
little evidenee that I have found suggests that what happened was that
many logieal positivists eonsidered the aetion-at-a-distanee as refuted
by the physies of their time (by relativity in partieular). (Let me say
in this conneetion that although it is not proved here, I believe that
in general the field eoneept exereed a strong attraetion on logieal positivists; ODe of the reasons for this eould have been preeisely that this
eoncept provides a very good example of the utility of introducing "theoretieal terms" as basie eonstituents of scientific theories.)
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An interesting example is provided by Moritz Schlick. In 1925
he wrote

33

:

"0 ll/l. ini.eApll.ei..ation ot th.e concept ot tOll.ce WM nz ade. on f1u!.
fd..a/.>iA o!- iAe e mpilUcal -J,aci.. iJud "tOIl.Ci!A which. aci.

do not exid., and thai ex1Lilence can only ß..e
uJhich.

Cl/Z,fl

pll.opagaied continuoudy /A.om. point

ai a diLilance"

MCAiß.I!.d

to

to

adioM

point".

The many shortcomings that plagued operationalism and logi'2al

positivism were to become notorious after a long period in which

not very many

ot~er

voices were heard. Among those who have been

trying to revise the basic tenets of these two doctrines is Mario Bunge,

•
whose opinions as regards actions at a distanee
and fields are interesting, although they do not agree with mine. I wil.I not discu.ss, however,
Bunge's ideas in as much as I have done it already 31t.

Let me only say,

nevertheless, that although probably the majority of present phllosophers
think, like Bunge, that only fields ought to be admitted in modern, relativistic, physics, there are some who cannot accept such "rule". One of
these case's is Hilary Putnam who in a paper ("In Defenee of Internal
Realism") shortly to be published in Teorema states that as far as metaphysics is concerned there are no reasons why we should

pref~r

fields

to actions at a distance.
All these cases remember us the· necessity of a careful analy-

sis of the meaning of this counterintuitive eoneept, called action-ata-distance. Modern philosophy pretends, at least in some of its branches,
to have adopted high standards of rigor in logieal analysis. However,
not always it has been able to free itself from old prejudiees or from
uncritically accepting the points of view of themajority of today-physicists. It is one of my contentions that the ease of the action-at-a-distance concept shows rather clearly this point, independently. from the fact
that actual physics happens to be -and there is no room for any regrets- to a large extent "field-physies".
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